Fabrication of semiconductor-polymer compound nonlinear photonic crystal slab with highly uniform infiltration based on nano-imprint lithography technique.
We present a versatile technique based on nano-imprint lithography to fabricate high-quality semiconductor-polymer compound nonlinear photonic crystal (NPC) slabs. The approach allows one to infiltrate uniformly polystyrene materials that possess large Kerr nonlinearity and ultrafast nonlinear response into the cylindrical air holes with diameter of hundred nanometers that are perforated in silicon membranes. Both the structural characterization via the cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy images and the optical characterization via the transmission spectrum measurement undoubtedly show that the fabricated compound NPC samples have uniform and dense polymer infiltration and are of high quality in optical properties. The compound NPC samples exhibit sharp transmission band edges and nondegraded high quality factor of microcavities compared with those in the bare silicon PC. The versatile method can be expanded to make general semiconductor-polymer hybrid optical nanostructures, and thus it may pave the way for reliable and efficient fabrication of ultrafast and ultralow power all-optical tunable integrated photonic devices and circuits.